
Software Quality Assurance
& Testing Services
iLAB's Software Quality Assurance services provide
customized solutions tailored to meet the unique needs
of each client, ensuring that software products are of
the highest quality, reliable, and user-friendly.

iLAB's Software Quality Assurance (SQA) services cater to
different stages of the software development life cycle,
ensuring that software products meet the highest quality
standards. iLAB's involvement in the project can range from
the start of requirement definition to after development has
already started. The earlier iLAB is involved in the project,
the more comprehensive the SQA services can be. 

Managed Software Testing at
iLAB takes on the
responsibility of managing the
entire testing process on
behalf of the client and
includes planning, executing,
monitoring, and controlling all
testing activities, ensuring
timely, on-budget delivery of
high-quality software.

iLAB's Complete Software
Testing offers a
comprehensive suite of
services, covering functional,
performance, security,
usability, and compatibility
aspects, ensuring thorough
validation of software
solutions from start to finish.

User Acceptance Testing
(UAT) at iLAB focuses on end-
user validation of software
product. UAT is ideal for less
complex projects or when
clients require tarted testing
for specific user
requirements and
expectations.

Total Quality Assurance is the
only option for
comprehensive quality
assurance and testing. iLAB
provides end-to-end quality
assurance solutions for the
most complex projects. This
involves addressing all
aspects of software
development, from
requirements gathering and
design to implementation and
deployment, guaranteeing
the highest quality products. 
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Workforce Solutions
Our Workforce Solutions services offer
robust IT Staffing and Strategic Consulting,
enabling organizations to build, manage, and
maintain high-performance teams with
skilled professionals for short-term or long-
term projects, optimized workforce
strategies, and dedicated ongoing support.

Testing Optimization
We focus on boosting software testing
efficiency and effectiveness by streamlining
processes, implementing agile and waterfall
methodologies, and incorporating advanced
testing tools and technologies, ultimately
leading to improved test outcomes and overall
project success.

Training
Our Training services offer customized
training solutions for individuals or
organizations to enhance their skills and
knowledge in software quality assurance.
Our Training Center is virtual or can come to
your business on location. We can help with
skill gap training or career advancement. 

Support Services

At iLAB, our core competencies of people,
process, and technology allow us to deliver 
 high-quality software development services
that meet our clients' exact requirements.

• People: Our team of experts has deep
knowledge and experience in software 
quality assurance.
• Process: We follow industry-standard
practices and our proprietary iTEST
methodology to ensure the highest level of
quality.
• Technology: We use the latest tools and
technologies to provide comprehensive
software quality assurance services.

Customizable Solutions

The perfect solution for
seamless test automation.
Empowering you to achieve
better test coverage and faster
time-to-market.

Connect with our global network of experts.
North America
South America
South Africa 

info.us@ilabqa.com 
info.br@ilabqa.com
info.sa@ilabqa.com

+1-317-218-3258 
+55 21 99973-9043
+22 11 0330200
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